The Pig Caddy automatic launcher and multi-pig receiver
makes pigging easy, reliable, safe and efficient –
increasing the productivity of your pipeline, saving you
time and significantly strengthening your bottom line.

The Pig Caddy Advantage

The Pig Caddy allows producers to significantly reduce
operator involvement, minimize safety risks and lower
operational costs while increasing pigging frequency to
optimize production.

The Pig Caddy Advantage
Roto-Launch’s proven Pig Caddy automatic
launcher and multi-pig receiver lets you
significantly increase productivity and production
on your pipelines while substantially decreasing
the effort, risk and cost of pigging.
Using the Pig Caddy launcher, your operators
can pre-load up to seven pigs and launch them
automatically from the comfort of the gas plant.
The Pig Caddy receiver safely catches and stores all
seven pigs at the downstream end of the pipeline.
This means you are now free to run very
aggressive pigging programs, which: mitigate
slugging, hydrates and freeze-ups; lower the
pressure differential across the pipeline; increase
production and overall operating efficiency;
reduce downtime and costs; and maintain pipeline
integrity. All this means more money in the bank
for you.
And because your operators make six fewer trips
to the launcher and receiver locations, you
enhance safety and save significantly on operator
time and costs.
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In fact, the Pig Caddy reduces risk more than 85%
because the launcher and receiver feature the safest
and easiest quick opening closure available today.
The Pig Caddy launchers and receivers are also
self-draining, thus eliminating freezing and other
operational risk factors.
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Launch on demand
automatically
With the Pig Caddy multi-pig
automatic launcher you can pre-load
and store up to seven pigs. Each can
then be launched remotely on demand
and at pre-determined intervals using a
SCADA signal or an optional programmable
controller. Once the pig enters the pipeline, flow
takes it to the receiver at the other end.
The Pig Caddy launcher is not in the flow and there
is no need to automate any valves. The launcher is
virtually self-draining to prevent spills and freezing.

Receive and safely store
seven pigs
Your Pig Caddy multi-pig receiver safely catches all
seven pigs and stores them at the downstream end
of the pipeline.
With its flow-through design, pigs come all the way
into the receiver. Gas flowing through the receiver
sweeps liquids out and keeps the temperature up
to prevent freezing. The main barrel is oversized to
prevent flow restriction and fitted with an internal
“Caddy” that keeps the pigs in line. And because pigs
cannot become stuck or lodged, no dangerous
pressure pockets can be created. The “Caddy” drawbar makes the pigs easy to unload and eliminates the
need to ‘fish’ for pigs.

At Roto-Launch, we have never met a slugging or
hydrate problem that couldn’t be conquered simply by
pigging more. The Pig Caddy makes it easy for
producers to do that.

Quickest and safest closure
available
The Pig Caddy makes loading and unloading pigs

We have designed the Pig Caddy to be considerably

safe and easy.

safer than conventional equipment.

The danger of conventional pigging is widely ac-

Standard on all Pig Caddy launchers and receivers

knowledged. So much so that in Canada the National
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of fire” when opening conventional launchers and

launcher or receiver that is under pressure.

receivers. The NEB put current conventional singlepig trap design at the top of the list of factors
contributing to pigging
safety incidents, and most
of the other factors they
listed are the result of
inadequate pig trap design

Moreover, operators are only required to travel to and
from the launcher and receiver once every seven pig
runs. Plus, we have designed our launchers
and receivers to be self-draining, which eliminates
freezing and other risk factors noted in the NEB safety
advisory.

or infrequent pigging.
The Pig Caddy advantage at a glance
Benefits

Operational features

Greatly improves operator safety

Standard capacity is seven pigs

Reduces operator involvement

Operated by SCADA or programmable controller

Allows for very aggressive pigging programs, which:

Launch on demand and at pre-determined intervals

•

Mitigates slugging and hydrates

No need to automate any valves

•

Lowers pressure differential across the pipeline

Proven reliability

•	Increases production and overall operating
efficiency

Safer in the loading and unloading “danger zone”

•

Reduces downtime and costs

Virtually self-draining to prevent freezing

•

Helps maintain pipeline integrity

Easy to load

Reduces emissions to one-seventh of conventional
equipment
Helps reduce insurance rates
Provides strategic opportunities for wet-gas
gathering systems

Quickest and safest closure available

Easy to unload – eliminates “fishing” for pigs

Pig Caddy launchers and receivers are compact,
versatile and easy to install on both new and existing
pipelines.

Easy to install

Easy to maintain

Pig Caddy launchers and receivers are compact,

Both the Pig Caddy launcher and receiver are easy to

versatile and easy to install on both new and existing

maintain.

pipelines. The Pig Caddy offers producers strategic
opportunities for new and existing gathering systems.

We have designed the Pig Caddy very robustly to
suit even the most corrosive environments. Critical
components are NACE, MR0175 certified.
The “caddies” and drive assembly are easily removed
for cleaning, servicing or vessel inspection.

Pig Caddy launcher

A Pig Caddy launcher
(left) and receiver
(right) retro-fitted on a
conventional single-pig
riser.

Pig Caddy Receiver

A Pig Caddy launcher
(left) and receiver
(right) fitted to a new
riser complete with
optional “smart-pig”
launching spool.

With the Pig Caddy, producers can significantly reduce
operator involvement, minimize safety risks and lower
operational costs while increasing pigging frequency
to optimize production.
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Pig Caddy – Technical Features
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Pig Caddy – Specifications
Specification

•

Designed for the most corrosive environments

•

Standard construction meets -45°C rating

•

Easy to maintain

•

Compact and versatile

Available in sizes NPS 4" thru NPS 16"

•

Easy to install on new or existing pipelines

ANSI CL300, CL600 and CL900

•

CSA or ASME compliant

CSA or ASME compliant

•

Allows for “smart pigging”

Vessel manufactured in accordance with
ASME Section VIII, Div.1.

•	Offers strategic opportunities for new and existing
gathering systems

RISK

Seven-pig standard capacity

Does not require a PSV (when installed
in a CSA Z662 piping system)
Critical components are NACE, MRO175
certified
Available with side-mount outlet for
existing risers and bottom-mount outlet
for new pipelines

Multi-pig
Automatic
Launcher

Multi-pig
Receiver
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